
1991 January 11 – Simon Morrell, a harbinger with the ability to camouflage himself, is transferred from a mental 

institution to a Harbinger Foundation facility. 

  (Harbinger #17) 

 

January 15 – In another reality Phil Seleski, who is becoming more powerful all the time decides to show Gayle 

Nordheim what it means to be as powerful as he is.  She refuses.  Erica Pierce, who overhears their conversation 

volunteers and Seleski takes her to a place outside of reality. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #0 – Chapter Eight) 

 

 January 16 – Peter Stanchek realizes he can move objects with his mind. 

  (Harbinger #0) 

 

January 23 – In another reality Phil Seleski returns from unreality with Erica Pierce.  After seeing how powerful 

he has become she vows to destroy him. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #0 – Chapter Nine) 

 

Edward T. Sedgewick gets a 1955 Thunderbird from his father on his 21st birthday. 

  (Secret Weapons #4) 

 

Harbinger #0 – “The Beginning” 

January 30 – Peter Stanchek writes a letter to the Harbinger Foundation in the hopes that they can help him 

with his newfound powers. 

 

February 17 – Peter Stanchek and his friend Joe Irons talk about the letter he sent to the Harbinger Foundation. 

  (Harbinger #0) 

 

February 20 – A representative from the Harbinger Foundation talks with Peter Stanchek. 

  (Harbinger #0) 

 

February 20 – Pete and Joe talk about Pete’s upcoming visit to the Harbinger Foundation. 

  (Harbinger #21) 

 

February 21 – Peter Stanchek travels to the nearest Harbinger Foundation headquarters and meets Toyo 

Harada. 

  (Harbinger #0) 

 

The Persian Gulf War Ends.  Dr. Dale Betterton, a biological weapons expert, is thrown in an Iraqi jail. 

  (Armorines #8) 

 

Phil Seleski attends hearings in Washington D.C. regarding the accident at the Edgewater Nuclear Facility. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #5) 

 

Solar, Man of the Atom #5 – “First Strike, Part 1 – Confrontation” 

March 25 - Phil Seleski returns to work at the Edgewater Nuclear Facility in Muskogee, Oklahoma.  There he 

notices a man, Rusk, with a unique skeletal structure.   

 



March 26 - Phil tracks down Rusk to Orb Industries.  There he finds more unique people.  He discovers that they 

are aliens, and that they are planning an invasion of Earth.  Phil battles the aliens as Solar and flies off into space 

to confront their fleet.  During Solar’s battle with one of the aliens Gayle discovers that Phil is Solar. 

 

Solar, Man of the Atom #6 – “First Strike, Part 2 – Massacre” 

March 27 - Solar goes aboard one of the Spider Alien ships and discovers a group of humans.  He attempts to 

rescue them but the Spider Aliens send the humans into space.  Solar destroys one ship and aims his anger at 

the rest of the alien fleet. 

 

Solar, Man of the Atom #7 – “First Strike, Part 3 – Single Combat” 

March 28 - Solar defeats an alien warrior clad in Manowar class X-O Armor. Leaving the armor on one of Saturn's 

moons, he goes on to destroy the alien fleet. 

  (Editor’s note: I believe that the date of November in Valiant Voice #5 is inaccurate.) 

 

X-O Manowar #0 – “Retribution, Prologue” 

Aric Dacia, a Visigoth who was abducted by Spider Aliens in the year 408, is told where a very powerful weapon 

is on a Spider Alien vessel.  This information is given to him by the Mapgiver.  Aric escapes the Spider Alien ship 

with their weapon, an X-O Manowar class armor. 

(Editor’s note: In what I’m sure will be regarded as a controversial decision I have placed these events in 

March as opposed to November.) 

 

X-O Manowar #1 – “Retribution, Part 1 – Into the Fire” 

March 28 – Aric, the Visigoth finds an XO Manowar class armor on one of the Spider Aliens ships.  He puts it on, 

destroys the ship, and falls to Earth. 

(Editor’s Note: In my opinion X-O Manowar takes place over a large period of time. Lots of walking, 

meeting people, learning, and more walking.) 

 

The US government begins investigating a strange flying man in a suit of armor. 

(X-O Manowar #18)(Editor’s Note: This helps solidify that Aric came to Earth in March, not November.) 

 

Solar begins chasing the Spider Alien fleet out into space.  He becomes lost in the cosmos. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #8) 

 

Aric ends up in a small Peruvian villiage.  When members of the village take him to a larger town so he can find a 

‘wizard’ the Spider Aliens attack the village.  Aric returns to find the village destroyed.  He vows revenge and 

begins walking north. 

  (X-O Manowar #1) 

 

April 7 – Ted, at World Wide Inc. begins investigating the Montoni family. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #14) 

 

Omen Enterprises is formed by a secret group of corporations to fund the H.A.R.D. Corps, the Harbinger Active 

Resistance Division. 

  (Valiant Voice #4) 

 



April 15 – In another reality Phil Seleski loses control of his new powers and destroys the universe.  He then 

travels through time to a new reality. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #0 – Chapter Ten) 

 

 April 15 – In another reality Erica Pierce survives the destruction of the universe. 

  (Unity #0) 

 

April 15 – Geoff McHenry is aware that in another reality Phil Seleski loses control of his powers and destroys 

the universe. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #10) 

 

April 15 – Master Darque feels the destruction of the universe in the other reality.  He absorbs the death energy 

of billions of lives, increasing his power. 

  (Secrets of the Valiant Universe #1 – Solar, Man of the Atom) 

 

April 17 – Geoff’s parents take him to a psychiatric hospital. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #10) 

 

April 28 – Fred Bender, a private investigator, does some research for Indian Ambassador Dahli.  He never gets 

paid for his work. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #15) 

 

May 1 – Peter Stanchek argues with his best friend Joe Irons.  After their argument Peter begins to doubt if he 

likes the person he’s becoming.  He leaves the Harbinger Foundation.  That night he and his girlfriend, Kris 

Hathaway, also argue.   

  (Harbinger #0) 

 

May 1 - Pete goes home and his father yells at him. 

  (Harbinger #21) 

 

May 1 - Needing someone to talk to Peter goes to Joe’s house, but finds Joe dead.  Not knowing where to turn 

Peter returns to the Harbinger Foundation. 

  (Harbinger #0) 

 

 May 10 – Toyo Harada decides that Peter Stanchek is too powerful and orders for him to be killed. 

  (Harbinger #0) 

 

May 12 – The attempt to kill Peter Stanchek goes poorly.  He destroys a building in downtown Pittsburgh killing 

32 people and injuring hundreds more.  Peter escapes with Kris Hathaway.  Toyo Harada vows to stop him. 

  (Harbinger #0) 

 

Ivar, the Timewalker, visits this time period and sees his brother Aram. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #10) 

 

May 20 – Dr. Lawrence Heyward has a beach party at his summer home. 

  (Harbinger #2) 



Harbinger #1 – “Children of the Eighth Day” 

June 2 - Peter Stanchek and Kris Hathaway are pursued by a group of Harbingers.  Pete takes care of them with 

his mind powers. 

 

 June 3 - Pete and Kris break into a post office to find letters addressed to the Harbinger Foundation. 

 

 June 4 - Pete and Kris meet Faith Herbert, another Harbinger, who has the ability to fly. 

 

June 5 - Kris and Faith fight and Pete forces them to stop.  Afterwards he apologizes for forcing his way into their 

minds the three resolve to find more Harbingers like themselves and stop the Harbinger Foundation. 

 

June 6 - Pete meets Charlene Dupre and shows her that she has the ability to manipulate fire.  The four 

teenagers then find John Torkelson, another Harbinger, who has super-strength.  The Harbinger Foundation 

attacks the five teenagers.  With their efforts combined they stop them but Kris is shot. 

 

 Harbinger #2 – “The Root of All Evil” 

June 7 – Pete Stanchek, also called Sting, and the others take Kris Hathaway to the hospital to fix her wounds.  

There they meet Dr. Lawrence Heyward who helps them escape from some Harbinger Foundation troops.  Later, 

Faith Herbert, also called Zepplin, goes off on her own and is attacked by some more Harbinger troops.  Sting 

rescues her. 

(Editor’s Note:  It says June 6th at the beginning of the issue, but it is clearly the 7th.) 

  

June 8 - The group decides to raid the Harbinger Foundations main headquarters in New York but John 

Torkelson, also called Torque, doesn’t want to go.  Kris convinces him that he should help the rest of the group. 

 

June 9 - The group is caught raiding the Harbinger Foundation headquarters by Toyo Harada and a group of 

Eggbreakers, elite Harbinger troops.  With the help of Charlene Dupre, also called Flamingo, Pete is able to repel 

their attacks.  While leaving the building they steal money from a safe. 

 

Faith contacts a kid in Seattle named Ax in regards to hacking a computer disk they found at the Harbinger 

Foundation. 

  (Harbinger #3) 

 

The Harbinger Foundation in New York abandons their headquarters.  They clean out the building and have new 

personnel installed to work in the rest of the building. 

  (Harbinger #10) 

 

The H.A.R.D. Corps, a group created to bring down the Harbinger Foundation, begins getting reports of a group 

of Harbinger renegades. 

  (Harbinger #11) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Harbinger #3 – “One Small Step…” 

July 6 - The group of Harbinger renegades goes to Seattle to meet Ax, another harbinger who can talk to 

machines.  Ax helps them hack files they stole from the Harbinger Foundation.  They discover that the 

Foundation was aware of the Spider Aliens presence on Earth and they go to one of the Spider Aliens’ bases.  Ax 

finds one of the alien’s ships and flies it to the moon.  There the kids are knocked unconscious. Unbeknownst to 

the Harbinger kids, the Spider Aliens put them in suspended animation. 

 

July – The First Annual Savannah Physics Symposium takes place. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #27) 

 

Joe Bob, the man who raised Torque, dies. 

  (Harbinger #4) 

 

August – Angelo Mortalli, a mobster in New York City captures Gilad Abrams and dumps him in the East River.  

Buck McHenry rescues Gilad but the mob thinks he’s dead.  Benito Carboni, a Mafia Don gives Angelo another 

assignment, to deliver a message to Johnny Scotto one of his rivals.  Scotto is murdered and Mortalli is framed. 

  (Bloodshot #0) 

 

Clay McHenry and his cousin Elyot Zorn see each other for the last time in three years. 

  (Conjecture: Zorn says he hasn’t seen McHenry for “two, three years.”)(Geomancer #4) 

 

Aric walks north to a large city and meets Ken Clarkson.  Ken and Aric then travel on a plane bound for America.   

  (X-O Manowar #1)(Conjecture: I assume based on dialogue that Aric walked for quite awhile.) 

 

October – Armstrong goes to sleep.  He won’t sleep again for six months. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #2) 

 

October 23 – Another version of Erica Pierce arrives in Chicago, Illinois. 

  (Unity #0) 

 

The US government begins to be aware of the Spider Aliens presence on Earth and starts investigating. 

  (X-O Manowar #18)(Editor’s Note: A year and a half ago.) 

 

Dr. Phillip Zahn begins work on creating the Armorines, suits based on the Spider Aliens technology. 

(Conjecture: He’s been working on them “for several years.”  It would make sense for that work to 

coincide with the US government learning about the Spider Aliens.)(X-O Manowar #25) 

 

John Veerhusen begins dating a woman named Marie. 

  (Conjecture: Phil says they’ve “been dating for a few years.”)(Solar, Man of the Atom #31) 

 

December – Obadiah Archer learns Katas. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #0) 

 

December 19 - When Aric and Ken arrive in America Ken reveals that he works for the Spider Aliens and has led 

Aric into a trap.  A battle begins between Aric and the Spider Aliens.  Ken loses his arm, but Aric is victorious. 

  (X-O Manowar #1)(Editor’s note: Ken said he lost his arm three weeks ago in X-O Manowar #3) 



December 20 – The Harbinger kids come out of suspended animation and try to escape from the Spider Aliens, 

but Rexo, a human that was technologically enhanced by the aliens, stands in their way.  He defeats everyone 

except Flamingo. 

  (Harbinger #3) 

 

Harbinger #4 – “Where the Love-Light Gleams…” 

December 20 – Flamingo defeats Rexo and the Harbinger kids return to Earth.  There they discover that they 

have been in suspended animation for five months. 

 

December 21 – Faith leaves the rest of the Harbinger renegades and goes home.  Flamingo contemplates doing 

the same.  Peter catches Kris and Torque kissing.  Ax returns to Seattle to plot his revenge on the group. 

 

December 23 – Torque returns to his home to discover that Joe Bob, the man who raised him is dead.  Kris also 

returns home and sees that Peters house is under surveillance. 

 

December 24 – With the exception of Torque the Harbinger kids return to Pete.  The group decides to convince 

Torque to stay with them, but when they get to his house in Decatur, Georgia they discover that he’s under 

attack by Ax and three other Harbingers: Bazooka, Fort and Spikeman.  The group successfully fights them off. 

 

December 24 – Shatiqua has a Christmas party. 

  (Harbinger #16) 

  

December 25 – The Harbinger kids give each other Tylenol, bandages and Mercurochrome for Christmas. 

  (Harbinger #4) 

 

X-O Manowar #2 – “Retribution, Part 2 – Kingdom Come!” 

December 31 – The Spider Aliens capture Ken to lure Aric into another trap.  Aric travels to New York where the 

Spider Aliens have set up an elaborate ruse to get Aric out of the XO armor.  When the armor is off Lydia attacks, 

but Aric stops her.  She disappears. 

  (Editor’s Note: The date for this issue comes from Solar, Man of the Atom #8) 

 

1992 Solar, Man of the Atom #8 – “First Strike, Part 4 – Common Foe” 

 January 7 – R. K. Drahushuk is investigates the Edgewater Nuclear Facility.  Erica Pierce begins exhibiting odd 

 behavior.  Solar returns from space. 

 

January 8 – With Harada’s help Solar defeats an agent for the Spider Aliens. 

 

X-O Manowar #3 – “The Most Powerful Man in the World!” 

January 9 – Thinking there was still an alien presence in New York Toyo Harada hires X-Caliber to fight the 

wielder of the XO armor.  Solar visits Aric and when Solar leaves Aric chases after him in the XO armor.  While 

outside he gets into a firefight with X-Caliber, and after a fierce battle, defeats him. 

(Editor’s Note: The date for this issue is derived from Solar, Man of the Atom #8) 

 

Erica Pierce’s husband Bert forces himself on her.  Erica becomes pregnant. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #9) 

 



January – Rusk, the Spider Alien moves to Terminus, Georgia.  He becomes mayor of Terminus, helps turn the 

town around, and gets married. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #26) 

 

Doctor Hwen Mirage and Professor Mabry lose contact with one another. 

  (The Second Life of Doctor Mirage #14) 

 

The Valiant Era Companion #1 

February – Joe Nicoletti meets Toyo Harada, who learns of Gilad Abrams and his lengthy life from Nicoletti.  

Harada and Abrams then meet and form an uneasy partnership over fears that Solar is too powerful. 

  (Conjecture: Issue had to have taken place a few months before Solar #10 but still in 1992.) 

 

Master Darque and a group of Spider Aliens have a meeting in New Orleans.  Nettie prepares to make Jack 

Boniface the next Shadowman. 

  (Shadowman #0) 

 

Gaylord “Butch” McFadden and Samuel Coleman begin school at the Harbinger Foundation Facility in Bolivar, 

Missouri. 

  (Harbinger #28) 

 

February 18 – Lydia begins watching Jack Boniface play the sax La Bas Jazz Club. 

  (Shadowman #1) 

 

February – Angelo Mortalli goes to trial for the murder of Johnny Scotto and is found guilty.  Mortalli agrees to 

reveal mob secrets to avoid jail time. 

  (Bloodshot #0) 

 

Kris Hathaway sees a newspaper article about the battle between X-Caliber and Aric.  The Harbinger renegades 

decide to go to New York and investigate. 

  (X-O Manowar #4) 

 

Dr. Dale Betterton is coerced into working with Dr. Constantine Kagan who is developing biological weapons for 

Iraq. 

  (Armorines #8) 

 

Samedi, a murderer, begins knifing people in the French Quarter of New Orleans. 

  (X-O Manowar #4) 

 

Management at Orb Industries ups their quotas for steel workers.  The union is not pleased. 

  (X-O Manowar #7) 

 

X-O Manowar #4 – “King’s Crossing” 

March 1 – Toyo Harada contacts Aric to make amends for sending X-Caliber after him.  Harada invites Aric to 

New Orleans to meet, and to experience Mardi Gras.  Faith Herbert of the Harbinger renegades overhears the 

invitation.  In New Orleans Aric and Harada are attacked by the Harbinger renegades.  Aric battles them and 

they flee. 



Shadowman #1 – “Jazz” 

March 1 – After playing a set at the club Jack Boniface leaves with Lydia.  She poisons him and is about to feast 

when she sees Aric and the Harbinger renegades battling in the street.  She leaves and Jack passes out. 

 

March 2 – Jack wakes up and tries to comprehend what happened to him the night before.  That night he finds a 

mask that was left on the ground.  Then he stumbles upon Samedi killing someone with large knives.  Jack dons 

the mask and fights the murderer.  The murderer escapes. 

 

Harbinger #5 – “All for One…” 

March 5 – Puff, a member of the Harbinger Foundation, loses control of his power and blows up a building in 

Dallas, Texas.  Toyo Harada rushes to the scene to help control the situation.  The Harbinger renegades, who are 

chasing Harada, also go to Dallas.  A battle takes place and Harada retreats.  Solar arrives and he and Sting help 

Puff control his power.  Harada returns with an Eggbreaker squad. 

 

Harbinger #6 – “One for All” 

March 6 – Solar takes the Harbinger renegades away from Harada and tells them not fight.  After Solar 

disappears they go back and pick a fight with Harada again.  With the help of Puff and Thumper they escape.  In 

the morning it’s revealed that Kris is pregnant.  A group of Eggbreakers attacks the renegades and Rock kills 

Torque. 

 

Harbinger #7 – “Flowers for the Living” 

March 6 – The Harbinger renegades flee before they are captured by the police.  Toyo Harada reprimands Rock 

and Weasel for killing Torque and not killing Peter Stanchek. 

 

March 6 – Jack Boniface starts cancelling his gigs at the jazz club. 

  (Shadowman #2) 

 

March 7 – Peter and Faith return to New Orleans to collect their things. 

  (Harbinger #7) 

 

Harbinger Hardcover – “Origin of Harada – Failsafe” 

March 7 – Noriko Harada visits Madame Rowena to talk about her husband. 

 

March 8 – Toyo Harada watches over his wife while she sleeps. 

 

March 8 – The Harbinger renegades steal Torque’s body and conduct a funeral for him. 

  (Harbinger #7) 

 

March – Obadiah Archer is threatened to be thrown out of his order for the deep anger that he harbors. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #0) 

 

Shadowman #2 – “Spirits Within” 

March 13 – Jack Boniface goes to a doctor to make sure he’s okay.  Later that night he stops a mugging. 

 

March 14 – The knife killer, Samedi, strikes again. 

 



March 16 – The Harbinger renegades visit Torque’s grave. 

  (Harbinger #7) 

 

There are Bigfoot sightings in the Louisiana bayou. 

  (Shadowman #2) 

 

March 21 – Nettie, Jack Boniface’s house keeper, gives him a Shadowman shirt. 

  (Shadowman #2) 

 

March 22 – Shadowman defeats Samedi in the Louisiana bayou. 

(Shadowman #2)(Editor’s Note:  Jack says it has been two weeks since his encounter with Lydia, but he’s 

mistaken.) 

 

March 22 – Astrea, an antiques collector in Greece purchases an ancient stone door. 

  (Eternal Warrior #3) 

 

March 23 – A little girl named Selma is kidnapped by a crazy family in the Louisiana Bayou.   

  (Shadowman #6) 

 

Shadowman #3 – “The Beasts and the Children” 

March 24 – Jack Boniface breaks up a bar brawl. 

(Editor’s Note: The date of April 1st for this story makes little sense do to upcoming events, so I placed 

this issue back one week.) 

 

March 26 – Emil Sosa, the leader of a child pornography and black mailing ring, fends off an assassin with his 

electrical powers. 

 

X-O Manowar #5 – “Revelations” 

March 26 – Ken and Aric announce to the executive staff of Orb Industries that they are the new owners.  Ken 

plots to kill Aric. 

 

March 27 – The XO armor helps Aric fully understand the customs of the new time period he’s in.  In anger over 

what the world is really like now Aric leaves Orb Industry Headquarters, and leaves his armor behind.  Ax, the 

Harbinger who can talk to computers, steals the armor and kidnaps Ken.  When Aric realizes the armor is 

missing, he tracks it down with his ring and confronts Ax. 

 

X-O Manowar #6 – “Power Play” 

March 27 – Ax, who has made his own armor, and battles Aric.  Eventually Ax convinces Aric’s armor to stop 

functioning.  Aric sheds his armor and is still able to defeat Ax.  At the request of Ken, Aric spares Ax’s life. 

 

March 27 – Sosa and Shadowman fight.  Sosa wins and brings the unconscious Shadowman back to his 

plantation. 

  (Shadowman #3) 

 

 



March 28 – Shadowman is freed by one of Sosa’s maids.  Shadowman and Sosa fight again, this time 

Shadowman wins.   

  (Shadowman #3) 

 

March 28 – Aric replaces Ken’s arm with an extension of his armor to ensure his loyalty. 

  (X-O Manowar #6) 

 

March 30 – Nettie reveals to Shadowman that Sosa is still alive. 

  (Shadowman #3) 

 

Solar, Man of the Atom #9 – “Godchild” 

March 30 – Erica Pierce, who is pregnant, has a baby that is made of pure energy.  She then admits that she was 

also affected by the energy that created Solar.  The baby becomes too powerful and unable to control its 

powers, begins killing.  Solar must stop the baby even though it means killing it.  Pierce, after watching Solar kill 

her child, goes catatonic. 

  

Solar, Man of the Atom #10 – “The Man Who Killed the World” 

March 31 – Toyo Harada prepares his Eggbreakers to go after Solar.  Gilad Abrams, the Eternal Warrior, asks to 

go along on the mission. 

 

April 1 – Gilad Abrams helps Geoff McHenry get out of a psychiatric hospital. 

 

April 3 – Aric escapes corporate life by visiting his new home in upstate New York. 

  (X-O Manowar #7) 

 

April 3 – Jack Boniface threatens a wife beater. 

  (Shadowman #4) 

 

April 3 – Geoff McHenry finds Solar and fearing that he’ll be attacked calls Gilad for help.  While they talk about 

Solar’s powers the Eggbreakers attack. 

   (Solar, Man of the Atom #10) 

 

Solar, Man of the Atom #11 – “Justifiable Homicides” 

April 3 – Solar reluctantly fights the Eggbreakers.  Eventually Gilad convinces Harada to call of their attack.  Erica 

Pierce is released from the hospital.  She kills her husband, Bert.   

 

April 3 – The Erica Pierce from another reality kills Erica Pierce and takes Albert. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #12) 

 

April 4 – Solar meets Geoff McHenry at Erica Pierce’s house.  Erica Pierce is dead and Geoff tells Solar that she 

was murdered. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #11) 

 

 

 

 



Archer & Armstrong #0 – “Lifelines, Part 1 – Revival” 

April 4 – Obadiah Archer and Armstrong meet.  Armstrong tells Archer about his fantastic past but Archer 

doesn’t believe him and walks away.  Later Archer is approached by Mahmud, a member of the Sect, a religious 

group that’s sole purpose is to kill Armstrong.  Archer gets caught between Armstrong and the Sect, but 

eventually sides with Armstrong. 

 

 Unity #0 – “Unity, Chapter 1 – Ends of the Earth” 

April 4 – Geoff reveals that Erica Pierce was killed by an Erica Pierce from another reality.  They search for her 

outside of existence and find the Lost Land. 

  (Editor’s Note: See Lost Land Appendix.) 

 

 Eternal Warrior #1 – “Unity, Chapter 2 – Footprints on the Sand of Time” 

April 4 – Gilad agrees to undertake a mission for Neville Alcott in Colombia.  Jillian Alcott, Neville’s daughter, 

begins to brief Gilad on the mission when they are attacked.  At that same moment, using the power of Solar’s 

hand, Geoff McHenry calls upon Gilad.  Gilad disappears, leaving Jillian alone.  Gilad, trusting the instincts of the 

Geomancer, follows Geoff into the Lost Land. 

 

 Archer & Armstrong #1 – “Unity, Chapter 1 – Up Against the Wall, Mother” 

April 4 – Gilad, using the power of Solar’s hand, asks Armstrong’s help in a fight that’ll take place in the Lost 

Land.  Archer and Armstrong agree to go. 

 

 Shadowman #4 – “Unity, Chapter 6 – Sunburn” 

April 4 – Jack Boniface meets Mister N’dour, a man who was once in line to be Geomancer.  N’dour shows Jack a 

portal to another realm in the Louisiana swamps. 

 

 Harbinger #8 – “Unity, Chapter 8 – Heart Failures” 

April 4 – The Harbinger Renegades spend an evening with Dr. Heyward and his family.  After dinner, Geoff 

McHenry appears and tells them that he and Solar need help.  The group decides to go. 

 

 X-O Manowar #7 – “Unity, Chapter 5 – A Call to Arms” 

April 4 – Aric settles a labor dispute with his workers.  Then the Harbinger Renegades appear with Geoff 

McHenry and ask Aric to help with the conflict in the Lost Land.  Aric agrees to go. 

 

Geoff returns from the Lost Land with Solar’s hand.  His task is to get reinforcements in the battle against Erica 

Pierce.  Aric, the Harbinger Renegades, Gilad, Archer and Armstrong all agree to help and travels with Geoff into 

the Lost Land. 

  (Unity #0) 

 

 Solar, Man of the Atom #12 – “Unity, Chapter 9 - …And Then There Was One” 

 April 4 – Erica Pierce takes her son Albert to their new home. 

 

 Timewalker Yearbook #1 

April 4 – Having arrived from the 65 million years ago, Ivar, the Timewalker, lands on a rooftop in New York City.  

Mr. Weinbaum, the buildings janitor, reports the incident to the Harbinger Foundation.  Harada dispatches a 

team of Eggbreakers thinking that this event may also tie into the disappearance of the other paranormals.  The 

H.A.R.D. Corps intercepts the Eggbreakers and Ivar is caught in the middle.  He eventually escapes. 



April 4 – Master Darque and his sister Sandria have a vague sense about the events of Unity. 

  (Shadowman #10) 

 

April 4 – Archer and Armstrong reappear, after the events in Unity, to the minute they left, right in the middle of 

their confrontation with the Sect.  The Sect gasses them and knocks them unconscious.  A young man named 

Daryll finds Armstrong’s satchel. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #3) 

 

April 4 – Gilad Abrams reappears after the events in Unity.  He rescues Jillian Alcott and then loses 

consciousness. 

  (Eternal Warrior #3) 

 

April 4 – Jack Boniface reappears after the events in Unity.  He’s desperate to find Elya, a woman he met in the 

Lost Land, but she’s not there.  Nettie and N’Dour leave him to continue looking. 

  (Shadowman #6) 

 

April 4 – Solar and Geoff reappear after the events in Unity.  Geoff decides to go on walkabout.  Solar checks to 

make sure the Earth is okay and then returns home to Gayle.  He tells her all about Unity. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #14) 

 

April 5 – The Harbinger renegades reappear after the events in Unity.  They struggle to explain to Dr. Heyward 

what happened to them. 

  (Harbinger #10) 

 

Shadowman #6 – “The Family That Slays Together” 

April 5 – On his way out of the swamps, Jack finds N’Dour’s dead body.  Nettie is nowhere to be seen.  That night 

Jack travels back into the swamps and finds Nettie’s kidnappers, a family who has been kidnapping young girls.  

Jack, with the help of another family that had been victimized, kill the kidnappers. 

 

April 6 – Police show up at Jack’s door with a warrant.  They believe that he is responsible for Nettie’s 

disappearance.  Nettie shows them that she is alive and well. 

 

April 6 – The Edgewater Nuclear Facility in Muskogee, Oklahoma fails to pass inspection and will be shut down.  

The nuclear facility in Palo Alto is attacked. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #14) 

 

Archer & Armstrong #3 – “…And Then There Were Nuns” 

April 6 – Archer and Armstrong wake up in a wine cellar.  They go through the catacombs trying to escape and 

end up in the Vatican.  Just when they think they’ve made their way out of the Sect’s clutches they’re attacked 

by a group of Nuns calling themselves the Sister of Doom. 

 

 Archer & Armstrong #4 – “If Killer Ninja Nuns Be My Destiny” 

April 6 – Archer and Armstrong are able to escape the Sect.  Mahmud is severely burned.  Kevin, a friend of 

Daryl takes the satchel. 

 

  



April 7 – Gilad regains consciousness, turns down Jillian’s advances and tells Neville he’s done fighting. 

(Editor’s Note: The date of April 15th is incorrect.  The dialogue states that it’s 3 days after April 

4th.)(Eternal Warrior #3) 

 

April 7 – Fred Bender, a man who works for World Wide Inc., solves the mystery of the Montoni family.  He 

begins investigating Solar next. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #14) 

 

Harbinger #10 – “New Beginnings” 

April 9 – The Harbinger Renegades leave Dr. Heyward’s home and travel to New Jersey. 

 

April 10 – The gang begin renting an apartment in New Jersey.  Kris tells Pete that her baby, which she had 

during Unity, was Magnus. 

 

April 11 – The group meet Shatiqua who they believe also has Harbinger abilities.  As they explain who they are 

to her they are attacked by the H.A.R.D. Corps.  Pete is able to fight them off.  

 

April 12 – The group finishes their conversation with Shatiqua on top of the World Trade Center. 

 

Archer & Armstrong #5 – “Trouble in Paradise” 

April 12 – Armstrong takes Archer to Saint-Luc to meet his wife Andromeda. 

 

Archer & Armstrong #6 – “More… Trouble in Paradise” 

April 13 – Medoc, Adolf, Rocky and Viva invade the island home of Armstrong and his wife hoping to kidnap 

their pet dinosaur Flo.  Armstrong fends off Medoc with a couch.  Andromeda and Archer fight off the other 

three.  Andromeda reveals to Archer that she is a goddess.  

 

Harbinger #11 – “Hard Choices” 

April 13 – Pete, Charlene and Kris are kidnapped by the H.A.R.D. Corps.  Faith, who thinks that Harada is after 

them, realizes that the blimps they’ve been seeing all over town is how the H.A.R.D. Corps are tracking them.  

She and Shatiqua smuggle aboard a blimp. 

 

April 14 – Faith and Shatiqua rescue the other Harbinger renegades.  Pete releases Shatiqua’s Harbinger ability.  

Gunslinger, the leader of the H.A.R.D. Corps squad tells Pete that they’re on the same side, both out to bring 

down the Habinger Foundation. 

 

April 14 – Archer and Armstrong leave Saint-Luc. 

(Archer and Armstrong #6)(Editor’s note: The caption says the 13th, but it also says morning, so I believe 

that it’s the next day, the 14th.) 

 

Armstrong sobers up. 

(Conjecture: Archer writes that “he hasn’t had a drink for over a week.) (Archer & Armstrong/Eternal 

Warrior #8) 

 

Astrea, an art collector, purchases a helmet at auction that once belonged to Gilad Anni-Padda. 

  (Eternal Warrior #3) 



April 21 – Mr. Drahushuk tries to recruit Fred Bender to investigate the attack on San Palo. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #14) 

 

Eternal Warrior #3 – “Rise Up and Strive Again” 

 April 21 – Gilad goes to the southern coast of Greece to relax and catch up with an old friend, Astrea. 

 

April 22 – Astrea arranges for Gilad and Armstrong to meet to help Gilad sort out his priorities.  Gilad and Aram 

get into a barroom brawl. 

 

 Solar, Man of the Atom # 14 – “Rainbow’s End” 

April 23 – Fred Bender finds Buck McHenry.  He hopes to ask him about the nature of the universe.  Buck walks 

away. 

 

 April 24 – Gayle and Phil go out on a date. 

 

April 25 – Fred Bender confronts Phil Seleski with the knowledge that he’s Solar.  Bender wants Phil to reveal the 

mysteries of the universe to him.  Phil does and Bender becomes empowered. 

 

 Archer & Armstrong #7 

April 27 – After their car runs out of gas, Archer and Armstrong come across an old chateau.  There they find a 

group involved in illegal contraband.  Armstrong spends the whole afternoon fighting them while Archer 

admires the architecture of the chateau.  Archer finds a first edition of Alexandre Dumas’ Collected Works. 

 

April 27 – Armstrong recounts to Archer about his days as a Musketeer. 

(Archer & Armstrong/Eternal Warrior #8) 

 

Solar, Man of the Atom #15 – “The Power Trip” 

April 28 – Fred Bender gets better and better at using his powers.  Bender destroys two buildings, including the 

Indian embassy.  He and Solar square off, and Solar is able to take Fred’s powers away.  Phil asks Gayle if she 

would move with him to California. 

 

April 29 – Riots in Los Angeles break out after four police officers are aquitted over the beating of Rodney King.  

During the riots Suk Yoon Kim, a former police officer in Korea, is shot in the head and goes into a coma. 

  (H.A.R.D. Corps #1) 

 

Archer & Armstrong #9 – “Darque Daze” 

May 1 – After totaling their car, Archer and Armstrong find themselves in bar.  Archer gets into a bar-room brawl 

while Armstrong catches up with an old friend named Gunny.  Gunny provides them with a new ride, a 

motorcycle. 

 

May 5 – Mademoiselle Noir is recruited by Master Darque to use Armstrong to kill Gilad.  Noir drugs Armstrong 

and convinces him to find Gilad and kill him.  After a few well aimed shots, Archer is able to break Armstrong of 

Noir’s influence.   

 

 

 



May 6 - Darque punishes Noir for failing him. 

(Editor’s Note: It says its May 1st, but this event takes place after the majority of May 5th’s events.  I 

assume it’s just after midnight on May 6th.) 

 

An art collector notices some of Armstrong’s paintings in San Sebastian. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #13) 

 

X-O Manowar #10 – “Takeover” 

May 8 – Ken, who has been running Orb Industries, is suddenly compelled by his arm to investigate a tree near 

the building.  Under it is Aric in the XO armor.  He’s been buried in the ground since the year 409.  Ken takes Aric 

back to his home in upstate New York, takes the ring that controls the XO armor. 

 

 May 15 – Fred Bender works his way out of Death Valley where Solar had left him for dead. 

  (Secret Weapons #1) 

 

May 15 – Aric weightlifts as part of his rehabilitation.  He is worried about the power ring to his armor. 

  (X-O Manowar #10) 

  

May 16 – Aric works on walking as part of his rehabilitation. 

  (X-O Manowar #10) 

 

 May 17 – Aric swims as part of his rehabilitation. 

  (X-O Manowar #10) 

 

May 18 – Spider Aliens invade Aric’s home.  Ken gives Aric the power ring back and he calls for the armor.  The 

armor has changed. 

  (X-O Manowar #10) 

 

 May 18 – Aric fends off the Spider Aliens’ attack. 

  (X-O Manowar #11) 

 

Archer & Armstrong #10 

May 19 – Ivar, the Timewalker, tries to catch a time arc but someone else is pulled in instead. 

 

May 20 – A group of time displaced individuals who blame Ivar for their troubles kidnap Ivar, Armstrong and 

Archer.  A mummy, calling himself the Avenger, acquires Armstrong’s satchel. 

 

Archer & Armstrong #11 – “A Snatch in Time” 

May 21 – Solar arrives in Hollywood, California and confronts the Avenger.  The Avenger wants to fight 

Armstrong.  Those that are time-displaced put Ivar on trial, but Armstrong admits that it’s his fault that they are 

displaced.  Solar arrives at the trial looking for Armstrong.  He helps all the time-displaced people get back to 

their proper time period.  Ivar, who hopes to go to ancient Egypt, has his time arc interfered with by F-7, a robot 

from the future, and travels to the year 4002.  Solar, Archer and Armstrong head to California to face the 

Avenger. 

 

 



Archer & Armstrong #12 

May 21 – Archer and Armstrong arrive in Los Angeles to face the Avenger, who is really Mahmud.  As Armstrong 

fights with him archer becomes trapped in a vision Mahmud conjures up.  Mahmud is eventually turned into a 

pig and his spells are broken. 

 

Ishak Hadji, a member of the Weaponeer Organization, betrays the organization and steals the prototype for the 

Forget-Me-Not Smart Gun. 

  (Ninjak #7) 

 

Pete Stanchek starts breaking into Harbinger Headquarters in New York to keep an eye on their activities.  He 

wipes the memory of anyone he encounters. 

  (Conjecture: Says he’s been doing it for “months.”)(Harbinger #12) 

 

Eternal Warrior #4 – “Evil Reincarnate” 

June 24 – Gilad goes after Juan Caldone, a drug smuggler and the Immortal Enemy.  After fighting with him 

aboard an aircraft, Gilad crashes Caldone’s plane with him in it. 

 

Archer & Armstrong #13 – “Neighbors” 

June 27 – Archer and Armstrong start renting a house in Hollywood.  The two meet their next door neighbor, an 

actor named Bobby Ripp.  Ripp has drug and anger problems. Archer meets a girl named Amy and he goes on a 

date with her. When Archer and Armstrong return from Archer’s date there are members of the Sect waiting in 

their new house. 

  (Editor’s Note:  Date is based on the Landers Earthquake that hit California in 1992.) 

 

Archer & Armstrong #14 – “Housewreckers” 

June 27 – Archer and Armstrong fight off the members of the Sect.  Archer meets their other neighbor, Pamela 

Trice.  After a driving altercation, Pamela kills Bobby Ripp.   

 

June 28 - The Sect attacks Archer and Armstrong again during an earthquake. 

 

Archer & Armstrong #15 – “Vandals” 

June 28 – Archer and Armstrong are able to fend off the Sect attack despite the earthquake.  Amstrong decides 

to go to Wilson Duerst’s mansion to take back his artwork.  There they learn that Wilson is still alive and housing 

his art collection in Antigua. 

 

June 30 – Ivar the Timewalker, having recovered from his run-in with the H.A.R.D. Corps and Harada’s 

Eggbreakers catches a time arc in the Rocky Mountains. 

(Editor’s Note: This confirms that Ivar can exist in two places at the same time at any given time period 

because he was also in England with his brother.)(Timewalker Yearbook #1) 

 

A research team for Bio-Atlantic Laboratories finds the remains of dinosaurs in Colombia.  The remains are only 

two weeks old. 

  (Conjecture: The scientist says this happened “a few months ago.”)(X-O Manowar #14) 

 

 



July – Spider Aliens begin poisoning the drinking water in Aric’s house in upstate New York.  The poison is 

designed to weaken Shanhara, the XO armor. 

  (X-O Manowar #28) 

 

Walt Willey, the soap opera actor, narrates industrial films for Littman-Martan Aerospace. 

  (The Second Life of Doctor Mirage #9) 

 

Allison Marlowe and her friend June Meddock join the Church of the Free Mind. 

  (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #41) 

 

‘Rico, the housekeeper for Hwen Mirage and Carmen Ruiz, finds a videotape in their bedroom.  The contents are 

for adult eyes only. 

  (The Second Life of Doctor Mirage #12) 

 

August 2 - Weasel, a member of the Harbinger Foundation with a rebellious spirit, ditches her bodyguard.  Once 

free she has a romantic rendezvous with her boyfriend and fellow Harbinger, Rock. 

  (Conjecture: Harada said that it had been a “month.”)(Harbinger #12) 

 

Luis Rojas begins selling drugs on Ebner Island, the same island that is the birthplace of Nettie’s voodoo altar 

circle. 

  (Shadowman #33) 

 

Bloodshot #0 – “Family Blood” 

August 8 – Angelo Mortalli’s location is sold by the mob to Iwatsu, who needs live test subjects for his Rising 

Spirit project.  Mortalli’s blood is infused with nanites.  He becomes Bloodshot. 

 

Rai Companion #1 – “Bloodline” 

August 11 – Geoff McHenry disrupts Project Rising Spirit and helps Bloodshot break free. 

 

August 11 – Bloodshot robs several gun stores. 

  (Bloodshot #0) 

 

Russia loses a nuclear weapon in the Pacific Ocean.  Their retrieval attempts are unsuccessful. 

  (Conjecture: Solar says this happened “two years ago.”)(Solar, Man of the Atom #40) 

 

August – Ricky Silver, a movie star, crashes his motorcycle.  Newspapers report that he is killed. 

  (H.A.R.D. Corps #3) 

 

August 15 – Phil Seleski and Gayle Nordheim pack their belongings in preparation for their move to California. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #16) 

 

A Boeing 747 crashes in the Netherlands.  It is the worst airline disaster in the history of aviation regarding on-

the-ground injuries.  The crash is cover for an attack on a Weaponeer agent, committed by Cinder and Glyder. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #18)(Bloodshot #6) 

 



August 20 – Toyo Harada calls Kuramoto, the head of the Dallas branch of the Harbinger Foundation.  Harada 

wants Kuramoto to make contact with Solar. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #16) 

 

Ricky Silver, codename Superstar, joins the H.A.R.D. Corps.  He performs training exercises with the rest of the 

team. 

  (Conjecture: Hammerhead says he joined “a few months back.”)(H.A.R.D. Corps #3) 

  

August 25 – Toyo Harada attends a Harbinger Foundation function. 

  (Harbinger #26) 

 

August 30 – Phil Seleski and Gayle Nordheim move into their new home in Cupertino, California.  Kuramoto from 

the Harbinger Foundation extends an invitation to Solar from Toyo Harada. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #16) 

 

August 31 - Charlene Dupre begins having nightmares about Torque. 

  (Conjecture: The dreams began “this week.”)(Harbinger #12) 

 

September 1 – Gilad returns to his Los Angeles home only to be confronted by Bloodshot. 

(Editor’s Note: The caption says July 1, but we learn later that Bloodshot wasn’t freed from Project Rising 

Spirit until August 11th.  To keep in the spirit of the date I kept it the 1st, just of September.)(Eternal 

Warrior #4) 

 

 Eternal Warrior #5 – “’The Blood is the Life’” 

September 1 – Bloodshot, a man infused with nanites in his blood and no memory of how they got there, warns 

Gilad about Project Rising Spirit, the group that created him.  Project Rising Spirit is interested in Gilad’s 

longevity.  The Project attacks the two and they split up.  One of the men attacking Gilad mentions Iwatsu.  Gilad 

hides out at an old flings house, Jessica.  That night Gilad tracks down members of Project Rising Spirit, and with 

Bloodshot’s help they defeat them.  Gilad tells Bloodshot about Iwatsu. 

 

 Bloodshot has a confrontation with the Harbinger Foundation. 

  (Rai #0) 

 

September 2 - Toyo Harada buys the Heston Resort in Palm Springs so that he and Phil Seleski can have privacy 

when they meet. 

  (Conjecture:  Said the hotel was bought “last week.”)(Solar, Man of the Atom #16) 

 

Harbinger #12 – “Revenge!” 

September 4 – The Harbinger Renegades track down Rock to get revenge for killing Torque.  The Renegades are 

attacked by a group of Eggbreakers.  Flamingo scorches Rock’s lungs but doesn’t kill him. 

 

September 4 - H.A.R.D. Corps attacks a Harbinger Foundation Installation. 

  (Harbinger #12) 

 

 

 



Solar, Man of the Atom #16 – “Along Came a Spider” 

September 9 – Harada and Solar meet at the Heston Hotel in Palm Springs, California.  In the basement Harada 

has Lydia and two other Spider Aliens, who he tortured for information.  Lydia tells Solar about their moon base 

and how there are still several Spider Aliens there.  Solar releases their restraints, halting their torture but when 

they escape he is forced to kill them. 

(Editor’s Note: The caption for this part of the issue say August 9th, but chronologically it would have to 

be September 9th.) 

 

Shadowman #9 – “On Death and the Undying” 

September 9 – Emil Sosa begins kidnapping children again.  Shadowman goes to Sosa’s mansion to confront 

him, but is blinded by a searchlight and retreats. 

 

September 10 – Shadowman confronts Sosa a second time and puts an end to his kidnapping ring. 

 

X-O Manowar #11 – “Seed of Destruction, Part 1 – Alien Whispers” 

September 10 – Aric begins having intense dreams about the Spider Aliens. 

 

September 11 – Ken tells Aric that he too has been having dreams about the Spider Aliens. 

 

September 11 – Jeremiah Dimanche, the owner of Voodoo Gifts, reads about Shadowmans exploits in the 

newspaper. 

  (Shadowman #9) 

 

September 12 – Aric has another dream about the Spider Aliens.  He believes that he is dreaming about the 

origin of his armor.  When he wakes up he’s in his armor in space. 

   (X-O Manowar #11) 

 

September 12 – Phil Seleski says goodbye to Gayle and goes to the moon to face the Spider Aliens. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #16) 

 

X-O Manowar #12 – “Seed of Destruction, Part 2 – Moonstruck” 

September 12 – The XO armor, which Aric learns is named Shanhara, is ready to reproduce.  Shanhara takes Aric 

to a Spider Alien base on the moon.  There he is confronted by Rexo, a human who has been augmented by the 

Spider Aliens.  Aric kills Rexo.  Aric tries to head back to Earth but is dragged back to the Moon by a squadron of 

Commando Class Spider Aliens. 

 

Solar, Man of the Atom #17 – “On the Darkside” 

September 12 – Solar arrives at the moon and explores the Spider Aliens base.  He learns that the XO armor 

worn by Aric has a seed on it and that seed will help the Spider Aliens build a starship so they can go home.  

Solar wants the Spider Aliens to have the seed and build a ship so he can follow them to their homeworld and 

destroy them.  He battles Aric in space for the seed.  After a fierce battle they both return to the base and 

decide to let Aric fight for the seed.  He squares off against the Spider Aliens fiercest warrior. 

 

X-O Manowar #13 – “The Darkside of Victory” 

September 13 – Aric defeats the Spider Alien warrior while Solar searches for coordinates to the Spider Aliens 

homeworld.  He comes up empty handed and he and Aric destroy the Spider Aliens moon base. 



September 14 – Solar returns home from his fight with the Spider Aliens. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #18) 

 

September 14 – Aric returns home from his fight with the Spider Aliens. 

  (X-O Manowar #14) 

  

September 15 – Phil Seleski has his first day at his new job in California.  John Veerhussen and Phil Seleski go 

over notes from Seleski’s psychiatric sessions.  The Phil Seleski from the other reality had prevented a nuclear 

power plant in Detroit, Michigan, from melting down.  John wants him to prevent that in this reality as well. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #18) 

 

September - ElfQuest: Hidden Years #4 is published by Warp Graphics. 

(Editor’s Note: The Solicitation date on the issue says November.)(Harbinger #13) 

 

Harbinger #13 – “Wrath of the Subterranean Underground Dwellers!” 

September – Faith befriends a homeless man named Sam.  Faith and Sam are attacked by drugged out punks.  

Drawing strength from the latest issue of ElfQuest, Faith beats up her attackers. 

 

H.A.R.D. Corps #1 – “The H.A.R.D. Way” 

September – Maniac is killed during a raid on a Harbinger Foundation data bunker, while the team retrieves a 

data disc.  Suk “Sam” Yoon Kim is brought out of his coma and told that he has implants in his brain to help him 

mimic Harbinger powers.  In exchange for being brought out of his coma he is expected to work for Omen 

Enterprises, the group that backs the H.A.R.D. Corps.  The stolen data disc leads Harbinger forces to the H.A.R.D. 

Corps’ base of operations. 

 

 H.A.R.D. Corps #2 – “Vendetta on the Rocks” 

September – The H.A.R.D. Corps is able to fend off Harada’s forces.  The group then travels back to the 

Harbinger Foundation’s data bunker to retrieve Maniac’s body.  There they run into Big Boy, the Harbinger that 

killed Maniac, and Shakespeare kills him. 

 

September - Devon, a New Orleans native, begins working for the Voodoo Museum. 

  (Shadowman #7) 

 

Archer & Armstrong #17 – “Alligator” 

September – Archer and Armstrong, who have been travelling cross country to get to Antigua, finally reach the 

island.  They search for Duerst’s underwater lair and are attacked by Panduit.  When Armstrong brings Archer 

back up to the boat he’s no longer breathing. 

 

Archer & Armstrong #18 – “Dead Again” 

September – Archer recovers.  Duerst flees back to the mainland after Toyo Harada and a fleet of Harbinger 

ships come looking for him.  Archer and Armstrong are poisoned and kidnapped by Duerst in Florida. 

 

X-O Manowar #14 – “The Coming of Turok Dinosaur Hunter” 

October 5 – Bio-Atlantic Laboratories, a company owned by Orb Industries begins creating dinosaurs from 

remains found in Colombia.  Aric orders the lab be destroyed and heads to Colombia. 

 



October 6 – Aric meets Turok.  They break up a smuggling ring that is selling dinosaur carcasses. 

 

October 7 – Some bionisaurs from the Lost Land arrive in Central Park in New York City. 

 

October 8 – Three sewer workers are killed by bionisaurs in New York City. 

  (X-O Manowar #15) 

 

October 9 – The Nuclear Research Facilty near Detroit, Michigan has a malfunctioning indicator light. 

  (Conjecture:  Said that it’s been happening “for a week or so.”)(Solar, Man of the Atom #18) 

 

Habinger #14 – “Dream Child” 

October 9 – The group, in an effort to relax, hang out in a local park. 

 

October 10 – Kris becomes increasingly depressed as she dreams about her son Magnus and how she didn’t get 

to raise him. 

 

X-O Manowar #15 – “Concrete Jungle” 

October 10 – Aric and Turok hunt down and kill the nest of Bionisaurs in New York City. 

 

October 11 – Kris gets a job at a pre-school and it helps her cope with the loss of her son. 

  (Harbinger #14) 

 

October - Marty, a musician in New Orleans who plays the trumpet begins using drugs again. 

  (Shadowman #7) 

 

Barbara Streisand visits Camp Macro, a spa. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #19) 

 

October 18 – Turok and Aric become blood brothers. 

  (X-O Manowar #15) 

 

October 19 – The indicator light at the Nuclear Research Facilty near Detroit malfunctions again. 

  (Solar #18) 

 

October 20 – Phil Seleski discusses his experiences with Mr. Drahushuk with his new boss, Mr. Harmon. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #18) 

 

October 21 – Edward T. Sedgwick, codename Stronghold, a recent edition to the Harbinger Foundation, gets 

promoted to Eggbreaker. 

  (Harbinger #14) 

 

Bloodshot has a second confrontation with the Harbinger Foundation. 

  (Rai #0) 

 

H.A.R.D. Corps becomes interested in Bloodshot’s activities. 

  (Rai #0) 



October – McCarthy, an agent for the DEA, goes undercover in New York City hoping to make mob connections. 

  (Bloodshot Yearbook #1) 

 

Archer & Armstrong #19 – “Prisoners of the Macrobiotic Cult” 

October – Archer and Armstrong have been drugged and a forced to work in a health food spa.  Their neighbor 

from Los Angeles, Pamela Trice, finds them and helps liberate them. 

 

Solar, Man of the Atom #18 – “Critical Mess” 

November 5 – Solar helps the crew at the Nuclear Research Facility near Detroit discover the problem with their 

power plant and they fix it. 

 

Bloodshot #1 – “Blood of the Machine” 

November 15 – Bloodshot attacks a group of Irish National Liberation Army agents in London.  They have 

information he’s interested in. MI-5 agents, led by Charles Sinclair, get involved in the incident. In Osaka, Japan, 

Iwatsu recruits enhanced soldiers to go after Bloodshot. 

 

November 17 – The information that Bloodshot obtained from the I.N.L.A. agents were about a member of the 

American Mafia, Gino Canelli.  Bloodshot attempts to confront Canelli, thinking that Canelli can answer 

questions about his origin, but is attacked by Speedshots, enhanced soldiers with nanites in their blood.  

Bloodshot defeats them by communicating with their blood. 

 

November 17 – Plane tickets for Canelli to return to New York are purchased by a member of the financial 

district with mob ties. 

  (Bloodshot #2) 

 

Shadowman #7 – “Run for Your Death” 

November – A blood runner, a person who is being controlled by voodoo and runs to their death, dies in the St. 

Louis No. 1 cemetery.  Shadowman, who’s after drug dealers, follows a musician named Marty hoping to find 

out who’s supplying him drugs.  He tracks him to the cemetery and finds him digging dirt where the blood 

runner died.  Devon, a local who works at the Voodoo Museum has also tracked down the guys in the cemetery 

and is taking pictures.  The guys digging notice Devon and chase after him.  Shadowman intervenes and saves 

Devon but not before Marty figures out that Shadowman is Jack Boniface.  Marty returns to his employers. 

 

November 21 – The Mafia in New York learns that Angelo Mortalli is not dead, and that he’s Bloodshot. 

  (Bloodshot #1) 

 

Mr. Golden, a record producer hears Jack Boniface play.  He tracks down a pirated tape of his music and 

considers signing him to a recording contract. 

  (Shadowman #11) 

 

 Shadowman #8 – “Death and Resurrection” 

November – Five nights in a row a blood runner has died.  Shadowman goes with Marty to meet his suppliers 

but it’s a trap.  Shadowman runs away, but he’s chased in a car by a man named Clemenceau.  Clemenceau 

becomes a blood runner.  During the battle a hank of Shadowman’s hair is cut.  Master Darque, the mastermind 

behind all the blood runners, resurrects Clemenceau. 

 



Paul San…, a Las Vegas police officer and his wife have their second child. 

(Editor’s Note: Paul’s last name is not fully known.)(Conjecture: Their kid is two in January, 1995.)(Solar, 

Man of the Atom #44) 

 

Scott, a friend of Jack Boniface cashes in on a stock tip. 

  (Shadowman #11) 

 

Shatiqua goes Christmas shopping. 

  (Conjecture: She says she did it “a few weeks ago.”)(Harbinger # 15) 

 

Big Jim McConnel, a criminal accused of running drug operations in New York City, is free on bail and disappears. 

  (Shadowman #16) 

 

H.A.R.D. Corps #3 – “Slaughter Street” 

November – The group welcomes Sam Yoon Kim, codename Flatline, to the group. They perform training 

exercises with him. 

 

Shadowman #10 – “Darque” 

December – Fifteen nights in a row a blood runner has died.  Jack Boniface is attacked by the reanimated corpse 

of Clemenceau.  Jack is captured and brought to Master Darque.  Darque tells Marty to kill himself and he does.  

Darque then has Clemenceau attack Jack again and after a brutal battle Clemenceau finally dies. 

 

 Shadowman #11 – “The Day of Your Death” 

December – Jack learns more about the origins of Master Darque, and his sister Sandria, from Devon at the 

Voodoo museum and from Emile N’Dour.  Jack’s friend Margo becomes the next death runner.  Devon, N’Dour 

and Shadowman, go to the cemetery to see Darque’s grave.  When they open it they find Paul N’Dour’s 

reanimated corpse. Emile disappears with her dead husband.   Jack Boniface hears his music on the radio, what 

he always wanted, and becomes a death runner. 

 

Shadowman #12 – “Dark Rapture” 

December – Jack stops becoming a death runner by remembering that he’s destined to die in 1999.  With the 

help of the reanimated corpse of Paul N’Dour, who Shadowman helps put to a final rest, and Sandria, 

Shadowman is able to defeat Darque from attaining ultimate power. 

 

Solar, Man of the Atom #19 – “Virtually Real” 

December – Phil and Gayle attend a virtual reality exhibit.  Gayle really enjoys her time in virtual reality and 

convinces Phil to help her sneak back in after the exhibit closes.  Phil’s power triggers a consciousness inside the 

virtual reality and that consciousness kidnaps Gayle. 

(Editor’s Note: The previous issue said that Gayle bought tickets for the Virtual Reality Exhibit for next 

month.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Solar, Man of the Atom #20 – “’Dawn of the Malevelants’” 

December – The consciousness inside the virtually reality world gains access to Phil’s memories.  Gayle sees the 

memory of herself dying in the other reality.  Gayle eventually fends off the virtual reality creature and exits the 

program.  Gayle and Phil get into an argument about trust and his powers.  Phil flies off.  He notices a spaceship 

in the upper atmosphere and goes to investigate.  He finds an empty ship that imprisons him.  Only by conjuring 

the virtual reality creature is he able to escape.  He forces the ship to the other side of the galaxy.   

(Editor’s Note: It is suggested that this is the birth of the Malevs.) 

 

An accident occurs while Chris Eastman is in special ops training for the military.  She goes into a coma. 

  (Conjecture – She says it happened “a few months ago.”)(H.A.R.D. Corps #11) 

 

Bloodshot #2 – “An Ax to Grind” 

December 12 – Ax shows up at Project Rising Spirit and tells them that he can solve their problemwith 

Bloodshot. 

 

December 13 – Bloodshot arrives in New York and has weapons delivered to him by the Weaponeer 

Organization.  Benito Carboni talks to his cohorts about Bloodshot’s return. 

 

December 14 – Bloodshot confronts the man who bought Canelli’s plane ticket home from London.  He learns 

that Canelli lives in Maspeth, Long Island. 

 

December 15 – Ax attacks Bloodshot.  Ax loses the battle, and his arm. 

 

 Harbinger #15 – “Hard Boiled” 

December 15 – Ax returns to his home after losing his arm in the battle against Bloodshot.  Ax begins to build a 

new arm.  A cohort of Ax’s, Twenty-Twenty, uses his powers to infiltrate the Harbinger Foundation.  Harada 

finds out and scrambles Twenty-Twenty’s brain.  Harada send the Eggbreakers after Ax.  Pete, Charlene and 

Shatiqua who are tracking down a person with super powers, are led straight to Ax. 

 

 Harbinger #16 – “Scrambled” 

December 15 – Ax attacks Pete, Charlene and Shatiqua.  Pete manages to get them away.  The Eggbreakers 

arrive to take on Ax.  Spikeman, another Harbinger, betrays the Eggbreakers and takes Ax’s girlfriend, and 

disappears.  Stronghold accidently kills a man.  He and Livewire, a friend of Stronghold’s, also disappear.  Ax is 

taken prisoner by the Harbinger Foundation. 

   

Harbinger #17 – “Camouflage” 

December 23 – The Harbinger renegades save the driver of a tanker that has gone out of control.  Pete has 

trouble concentrating. 

 

December 24 – Simon, a harbinger with the ability to camouflage himself, escapes from the Harbinger 

Foundation.  Shatiqua and her boyfriend Darryl get into a fight.  The Harbinger renegades go to a Christmas 

party hosted by a friend of Shatiqua.  At the party Darryl picks a fight with Pete.  Shatiqua arrives with Simon.  

Simon attacks Darryl.  Eggbreakers arrive and take Simon back to the Harbinger Foundation. 

 

 

 



Archer & Armstrong #20 – “Yule Be Sorry” 

December 24 – Archer begins working for a group called the Night Angels, an organization that helps clean up 

the streets. 

 

December 25 – Archer convinces Armstrong to dress as Santa and collect donations in downtown Los Angeles.  

Archer discovers that the leader of the Night Angels is abusing his position.  He fights him and quits the group. 

 

December 25 – The Harbinger renegades spend Christmas morning together. 

  (Harbinger #17) 

 


